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Introduction
AV-Comparatives’ 2015 small-business software review looks at security products suitable for a company running either the Foundation or the Enterprise edition of Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2. As can be seen on the Microsoft Website\(^1\), the Foundation version is suitable for small companies with up to 15 users, while the Essentials version allows an additional ten users. The report thus considers products for a network of up to 25 client PCs, with one file server/domain controller.

We have used 64-bit Windows 7 Professional SP1 as a test client for all products; additionally, we have tested a 64-bit Windows 10 Pro client where this OS is supported by the vendor. These are part of a domain with a Windows Server 2012 R2 system as the domain controller.

Both the Foundation and Essentials versions of Windows Server provide simplified management options, relative to the Standard edition. This recognises companies with 25 users or less that may not have the financial resources to employ a full-time IT administrator. Consequently, some or all of the IT management tasks will be carried out on a part-time basis by staff members who may be very proficient with consumer products, but are not very familiar with business networks.

In accordance with this scenario, we have considered how easy-to-use the products would be for a non-expert administrator. We allow for the option of having an external IT consultant install and configure the software initially, and train the relevant company staff how to use it. However, in a number of cases we have noted that a high level of technical expertise is not needed to set the product up, and that non-expert administrators could perform the task themselves with help from the product manual.

Because of the emphasis on small businesses, the review covers only the essential everyday tasks needed in all networks. We have however noted that some products have additional features and could be used for significantly bigger networks.

Full details of the points we have looked at for each program are given below. The Status and Warnings sections both relate to monitoring the most important protection functions and alerting the administrator if any of these are not as they should be. We feel that one of the most important items here is the status of real-time protection (RTP). This may be deactivated for a number of reasons: malware, hard disk defect, Windows failing to load a service, or a user with administrator rights switching it off. We feel that the console should show an alert if RTP is not active, regardless of how the situation came about. For products that include their own client firewall in the endpoint protection software, the above point would apply to this as well. Other important items that should be monitored include the date/time of the most recent malware-signature update, and any unresolved malware detections (if malware has been successfully dealt with by the client software and no further action is required, we feel this should be logged, but does not need an alert).

Supported operating systems
Here we list Windows Server, Windows client and Mac OS X clients supported by the product. Details of supported mobile operating systems (Android and iOS), which we have not covered in the review, can be found in the product’s feature list at the end of the document.

Documentation
We have looked at the external documentation, i.e. manuals and online knowledge base (as opposed to the console’s built-in help features). These could be used to help install the console where applicable, whereas a help feature built into the console obviously could not.

Management Console
Installation and configuration
How to set up the console so that the administrator can proceed with deploying endpoint protection software to clients.

Layout
Console design, with emphasis on finding major features.

Preparing devices for deployment
Is it necessary to configure either the management server or the clients, e.g. by opening firewall ports or enabling file sharing, to enable deployment and management?

Deploying the endpoint protection software
Deployment methods available, e.g. remote push, emailing a link to users, local installation on the client itself.

Monitoring the network
Status
How does the console show overall security status of the network, i.e. what proportion of clients are functioning as they should, and what proportion have a problem of some sort?

Warnings
How does the console alert the administrator to the details of problems on individual machines, e.g. client out of date, unresolved malware detection, protection disabled?

Rectifying problems
What mechanism does the console provide for fixing the problems shown in an alert – e.g. reactivating a component, running a scan or update?

Malware alerts
How does the console display malware detections?

Program version
Which version of the client software is currently installed on each device?

Managing the network
Scanning
How to run on-demand malware scans on protected devices.

Scheduling Scans
How to set up a regular scheduled scan.
Updates
How to bring malware definitions on clients up to date.

Removing devices from the console
If a device is lost, stolen or decommissioned, how can its entry be deleted?

Integrated help feature
Details of the console’s built-in help feature and how to access this.

Respective endpoint protection programs for Windows and Mac OS X clients
Installation
What steps are involved, and what options/choices are there?

Main program window
Are standard features such as status, updates, scans and help easy to find?

System Tray icon
What functions can be accessed from the Windows/Mac OS System Tray icon?

Unauthorised access
If a user logs on to the computer with a standard user account, i.e. without administrator privileges, is it possible to disable real-time protection?

Malware alerts
What sort of alert is shown if the EICAR test file is downloaded?

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
For Windows clients only, we have also looked at whether the program registers as antivirus/antispyware/firewall in the Windows Security Center/Action Center/Security and Maintenance applet, and whether Windows 7’s Windows Defender is disabled.

Windows server protection software
How are the main functions – status, update and scans – shown?

Summary
Could the console be installed by a non-expert administrator, or would it be better for a small business to employ an IT professional to set it up? Once up and running, how easy would it be for a non-expert to manage the network with the console?
Console types
There are three main types of management console covered in this review.

Cloud-based consoles run on the manufacturer’s servers. They can be accessed from any web browser on any Internet-connected device, by going to the URL provided by the manufacturer and logging in with the appropriate credentials. They have the advantages for small businesses that no installation of the console is required, and that deployment of the client software is normally very straightforward for non-expert administrators. Additionally, a device can be monitored and managed easily wherever it is in the world, as long as it is connected to the Internet; this is obviously very useful for businesses with staff who frequently work outside of the office and are thus not connected to the company LAN.

Server-based consoles run on the company’s own internal server (Windows or Linux) on the LAN. Generally speaking, small businesses are likely to need an IT professional to install the product. The user interface component of the program may be integrated into the program that runs on the server, available as a separate component that can be installed on the administrator’s desktop or laptop PC, or accessible by web browser if a suitable HTTP server-function has been set up by the server component. Client-software deployment options may include those available for cloud-based consoles, with an additional option of remote push installation for devices connected to the company LAN. In this case, some configuration of client devices is usually necessary (such as enabling file sharing), after which the endpoint protection software can be sent out to multiple clients at once from the administration console. Server-based consoles may offer greater functionality than cloud-based ones, and some admins may prefer to have the system completely under their own control. Management of devices outside the LAN would require e.g. a VPN to be set up, however.

Virtual-appliance-based consoles are a variety of server-based console, in which the manufacturer provides a pre-configured virtual machine, usually Linux-based, which is imported into a common virtualisation platform. For an IT Professional accustomed to working with virtual machines, the virtual-appliance method has the advantage of quick and easy installation and configuration. Aside from this, the pros and cons of server-based consoles apply.
Products reviewed
The following manufacturers participated in this review:

- Bitdefender Endpoint GravityZone
- ESET Remote Administrator
- F-Secure Protection Service for Business
- G DATA AntiVirus Business
- Kaspersky Small Office Security
- McAfee SaaS Endpoint Protection
- Sophos Endpoint Security and Control Cloud
- Symantec Endpoint Protection
- Trend Micro Worry-Free Business Security Services

AV-Comparatives Approved Business Product Award 2015
This year, we are once again pleased to report a very high overall standard, and that all the products reviewed receive our Approved Business Product award.
Management Summary
We have grouped the products according to the type of management console reviewed, namely cloud-based console, server-based console, and virtual-appliance-based console. Individual products are listed alphabetically within their respective group.

Cloud-based consoles
F-Secure Protection Service for Business impressed us with the design of its console, which has a simple, easy-to-navigate layout, and provides a clear overview of network status on the home page. Documentation is excellent, and the client software has a familiar design.

Kaspersky Small Office Security is an outstanding choice for a small business without full-time IT support. The very simple and clean design of the console is ideal for someone new to security-management consoles and makes the essentials especially easy to access. Endpoint protection is very familiar and easy to use, and help facilities are excellent.

McAfee SaaS Endpoint Protection is a very suitable product for smaller businesses, with security status being clearly displayed in an easy-to-navigate, customisable console. Client software can be installed very simply and has a clear and familiar interface.

Sophos Endpoint Security and Control Cloud includes some innovative features, such as the automatic reactivation or reinstallation of disabled or uninstalled client software. There is also Tamper Protection, which protects client software against unauthorised access. The console is clean and easy to navigate, and client deployment very simple.

Trend Micro Worry-Free Business Security Services uses a clear, modern design for all components of the product. The default status page of the console provides an at-a-glance view of network security, while most other monitoring and management tasks can be carried out from a single page. Non-expert admins should be able to install and manage clients without any difficulty.

Server-based consoles
G Data Antivirus Business is very easy for an experienced administrator to install, with e.g. seamless integration of SQL Express into the setup wizard. The console is reminiscent of the familiar Microsoft Management console, and could comfortably be used by a non-expert admin to manage the network. The excellent manual could be used to assist if necessary. Client software is minimalist by default, but admins can allow users to carry out basic tasks if they want.

Symantec Endpoint Protection can cope comfortably with larger networks, but could nonetheless be used by small businesses. Installation of the console is extremely simple, while deployment, monitoring and management of clients should not prove challenging even to inexperienced admins. Client software is practical and familiar, and documentation comprehensive.
**Virtual-appliance-based consoles**

**Bitdefender GravityZone** is very straightforward to set up for an experienced administrator, and provides useful integrated quick-start pages and well-produced manuals. The console is clean and well-designed, as is the client software.

**ESET Remote Administrator** could be installed on a Windows or Linux server, in addition to the virtual-appliance variant. Whichever option is chosen, the console is powerful and could comfortably cope with bigger networks. We quickly felt at home with the monitoring and management interface, and feel that non-expert administrators would need minimal initial training. The client software is very user-friendly, while documentation and help features are outstanding.
Bitdefender GravityZone Business Security

Introduction
Bitdefender provides a range of business products for large and small companies. For this review, we tested GravityZone Business Security, which uses a cloud-based or on-premise console to manage protection software on client devices. We tested the on-premise version, which is provided in the form of a pre-configured, Ubuntu-based virtual hard disk, with appropriate versions for all popular virtualisation platforms, including VMWare, Citrix Xen and Microsoft Hyper-V. From a license perspective the product supports two license types. Additional features\(^2\) are available in the Advanced Business Security package.

Software versions reviewed
Bitdefender Endpoint Security Tools for Windows 6.2.4.612
Bitdefender Endpoint Security for Mac 3.3.9160

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows 10, 8, 8.1, 7, Vista, Windows XP
Mac clients: Mac OS X Lion (10.7.x), Mountain Lion (10.8.x), Mavericks (10.9.x), Yosemite (10.10)
Linux\(^3\)
Both hardware and virtualised systems are supported in all cases.

---
\(^2\) [http://www.bitdefender.com/business/#compare](http://www.bitdefender.com/business/#compare)
\(^3\) [http://www.bitdefender.com/business/advanced-security.html](http://www.bitdefender.com/business/advanced-security.html)
Documentation
Manuals
Bitdefender produce two manuals for the product. There is a 95-page Installation Guide, which covers configuration of the virtual appliance, accessing the console, plus deployment and maintenance of client software. There is also a very comprehensive 318-page Administrator’s Guide, covering all aspects of the software.

Knowledge base
There is an online Support Center, which we would describe as a searchable FAQ section.

Comment
We found both manuals to be of a very high standard. They are clearly written, well illustrated with screenshots, and easy to navigate.

Management Console
Installation and configuration
We used VMWare Workstation as the virtualisation platform in our test, and consequently downloaded the .OVA virtual hard drive, which is compatible with this. Instructions for importing .OVA files are provided on the VMWare knowledge base; we found the process is very quick and easy. When the virtual machine is first started, the user has to set a password for administrator access, and configure the TCP/IP settings via a semi-graphical interface reminiscent of the initial phase of Windows XP setup:

The console can then be accessed from Windows or Mac OS X computers by typing the VM’s IP address into a browser. The admin has to create a Bitdefender account, or log in with an existing one, and create a username and password for the console itself. It transpires that a complex password is needed, although this is not stated, and the admin has to use trial and error to find a password that is accepted.

---

Having successfully logged in, the admin then sees a number of informative welcome pages, called *Essential Steps*, which explain the product and its use. An example is shown below:

![Essential Steps](image)

The section has a *Don’t show again* checkbox to allow it to be skipped at the next logon.

**Layout**
The console consists of a left-hand menu column, from which major functions such as policies, reports and quarantine can be accessed. By default, the main area of the console shows 4 panels with protection status and malware activity information. We note that this can be very easily customised by clicking *Move Portlets* at the top. This opens the following configuration dialog, which lets the admin move the panels (“portlets”) from page to page by dragging and dropping:
The group of 4 portlets in the top left-hand corner is shown by default when the console is first opened; the admin can customise this so that the items he/she feels are most important can be shown here.

Preparing devices for deployment
We did not need to pre-configure client or server devices before installation.

Deploying the endpoint protection software
As explained in the welcome page shown above, the client software can be deployed by local installation or remote push installation; we used the former on our test network.

Monitoring the network
Status
An overview of system security status is shown in the bottom-right panel of the Dashboard. For a more detailed view, the administrator can click on Network at the top of the menu column on the left, then the relevant group of computers; this displays details of individual devices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>IP</th>
<th>Last Seen</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dave</td>
<td>MAC OS X</td>
<td>192.168.3.7</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEVEN</td>
<td>Windows 7 Professional</td>
<td>192.168.2.12</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard</td>
<td>192.168.2.110</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBN</td>
<td>Windows 10 Pro</td>
<td>192.168.2.12</td>
<td>31 Aug 2015, 16:55:41</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ubuntu</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>192.168.2.96</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Warnings
As shown above, devices with a problem are marked with an exclamation mark in a red box. Clicking on an individual machine displays detailed information for that device, including the reason for the warning:
Rectifying problems
To rectify the out-of-date signatures shown in our test device above, we ran Update client from the Tasks menu on the network overview page. To re-enable real-time protection after deliberately disabling it, we re-applied the default policy; we were impressed to see that this reactivated protection on the client in less than a minute.

Malware alerts
If the client software detects and successfully blocks malware, this is not shown in the security status, but can be seen in the Malware Activity portlet. Admins can however use the Reports function to quickly display details of successful malware detections on all machines.

Program version
This is shown in the properties page of individual devices (see screenshot above).

Managing the network
Scanning
Scans can easily be run by selecting clients in the group overview page and selecting Scan from the Tasks menu. Admins should be careful not to select the Linux machine on which the console is running, as in this case the Tasks menu will be greyed out.

Scheduling Scans
Scans can be scheduled by going to Policies, Add, Antimalware, On-Demand, Add and then selecting a quick, full or custom scan as appropriate; the dialog box that opens allows a schedule to be set:
Updates
These can be run from the Tasks menu on the overview page for the group concerned.

Removing devices from the console
The overview page includes a Delete button in the toolbar at the top.

Integrated help feature
Clicking Help & Support in the bottom left-hand corner, then Essential Steps opens the welcome pages described in the INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION section above.

Comment
We would definitely advise small businesses using GravityZone to have an IT consultant do the initial setup and configuration of the virtual appliance. However, for a professional who is familiar with the relevant virtualisation software and the essentials of TCP/IP network technology, this is a very straightforward procedure. Because the virtual machine has been pre-configured, we do not feel that any particular knowledge of Linux is required.

We found the simple layout of the console, with essentially just one menu panel at the side, to be easy to navigate. We particularly liked the ability to customise the content of the Dashboard, and the simple drag-and-drop method used to do this.
Windows client protection software

Installation
The admin downloads and runs the relevant installer from the console. There is literally nothing else to do except click *Finish* at the end, making it the simplest setup wizard imaginable.

Main program window
The program window features a main status display at the top, with additional status items for individual components. Clicking the circular icon in the top right-hand corner of the window opens a panel from which updates and scans can be started:

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
Bitdefender Endpoint Security registers as antivirus, antispyware, and (in the default configuration) firewall with Windows Security Center.
**System Tray icon**
A System Tray icon is installed, which can be used to open the program or change the interface language.

**Unauthorised access**
We could not find a means of disabling protection locally, even with an administrator account. Bitdefender inform us that administrators can configure this, with password protection, by means of a policy.

**Malware alerts**
The following alert is shown in the browser when the EICAR test file is downloaded:

![Bitdefender alert](image)

**Windows server protection software**
This is identical to the Windows client protection software.

**Comment**
The Windows client/server software provides a detailed overview of the status of all components, and allows users to run scans and updates, but not disable protection, which we find ideal. We have one very minor complaint: it is rather irritating that the window cannot be resized to show all components at once.
Mac client protection software

Installation
A .PKG installer file is downloaded from the console and run. The admin can change the location of the installation folder, but otherwise there are no choices to be made, and setup is completed with a few clicks.

Main program window
This includes a status display and 3 scan buttons (Critical Locations, Full, Custom). Updates can be run from the Actions menu in the Mac menu bar.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is installed, from which the user can start the program or open the (minimal) configuration options.

Unauthorised access
By default, it is not possible to deactivate protection, even with an administrator account.

Malware alerts
In our test, the EICAR test file was blocked silently, i.e. we were not able to download the file, but no alert was shown.

Comment
The simple and familiar layout of the Mac client protection software shows users the status and allows them to run updates and scans, but not disable the protection, which we find ideal.
Summary

We would recommend small businesses to have an IT professional set up the virtual appliance (very straightforward for an experienced professional) and provide basic training in everyday management. Non-expert administrators should then have no difficulty in carrying out day-to-day maintenance of the system. We found the console very easy to navigate, and the interface of the client software very appropriate. Excellent help features in the form of “welcome” pages in the console, and two comprehensive and well-produced manuals, provide all the necessary assistance.
Introduction
For business users, ESET provides endpoint protection programs for Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, and Android. These could be installed and managed locally by very small businesses, or deployed and managed centrally using the ESET Remote Administrator console, which runs on the local area network. It can be installed on a Windows server, Linux server, or run as a virtual appliance under any one of a number of common virtualisation platforms. We used the virtual appliance for our test.

Software versions reviewed
ESET Remote Administrator Version 6.2.11.0
ESET File Security for Windows 6.2.12007.0
ESET Endpoint Security for Windows 6.2.2021.0
ESET Endpoint Security for OS X 6.1.12.0

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows XP, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Mac OS clients: OS X 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.10
Linux\(^5\)
Android: please see feature list

**Documentation**

**Manuals**

ESET provide a wide range of manuals for the product, including at least one document for each of the components (Remote Administrator console, License Administrator console, Windows file server, Windows client, Mac client etc.). All are detailed and produced to a very high standard; we particularly like the link on the front page of each manual which enables the user to download the latest version. To assist with our test, we used the ESET Remote Administrator 6 Installation Manual and User Guide, which is very comprehensive at 363 pages. It covers setting up the console on a Windows server or Linux server, or as a virtual appliance, along with all aspects of deploying and managing the endpoint protection software. It is easily accessible, thanks to bookmarks and a clickable contents page, well organised, clearly written and generously illustrated with screenshots that are annotated where appropriate.

**Knowledge base**

An extensive searchable knowledge base is provided on ESET's website, covering a wide range of tasks. There are clear step-by-step instructions, also accompanied by annotated screenshots.

**Comment**

We would describe the documentation for ESET Remote Administrator as outstanding.

**Management Console**

**Installation and configuration**

We use VMware Workstation to run the virtual appliance in our test. A virtual hard disk in .OVA format is downloaded from the ESET website and imported into VMware Workstation; this is a very straightforward procedure, and instructions for importing .OVA files are provided on the VMware knowledge base. The virtual machine thus created is then started, and it displays the URL to connect to in order to perform initial configuration:

```
ESET Remote Administrator Appliance
(C) 2015 ESET, spol. s r.o. - All rights reserved

First time appliance configuration needs to be performed through a web browser by connecting to:
https://192.168.2.15:8443

Or it can be done manually by these steps:
1. Enter management mode with password [readmin].
2. Exit console to root terminal.
3. Edit and save OVF configuration XML for server by typing: nano ovf.xml
4. Restart appliance by typing: reboot

<ENTER> Enter management mode
```

Having opened the URL in a browser, the admin configures the desired logon credentials, basic TCP/IP settings, and (optionally) Active Directory details if domain integration is required. Clicking *Submit* restarts the VM, which then displays the logon information for the console itself:

---

The admin can then log on to the console with a web browser. We note that virtual appliance is shown in the dashboard (Shown as CentOS in the Operating Systems panel shown below), and can be monitored and managed along with Windows and Mac computers.

When the admin first logs on to the console, two alerts are shown; the first points to the Post Installation Tasks page, which provides a quick-start guide to using the console. The second relates to licence management, and prompts the admin to enter the licence key.
Layout

The menu panel on the left-hand side of the console, seen in the screenshot above, allows the admin to access the five main functional areas of the console, namely Dashboard, Computers, Threats, Reports, and Admin, the latter including the Post Installation Tasks page. Moving the mouse over this panel expands it, displaying the features’ names and some additional links, as shown on the left. It is possible to pin the panel closed, preventing it from expanding on mouse-over; we would like to have the option to pin it open, so that the names and links are always displayed, but unfortunately this is not possible.

Preparing devices for deployment

We did not make any preparations on client or server systems before deployment.

Deploying the endpoint protection software

The first stage of deploying the endpoint protection software is to install the ERA agent – please see the respective sections on Windows and Mac clients for details. After this, the endpoint client itself can be deployed remotely from the console. The admin goes to the Computers page, selects the computer(s) to be installed, selects New task… from Tasks menu. This opens the New Task page, where the admin fills in details of the computer(s) and product to be installed. The admin can deploy an individual installation package to any number of computers at once, but separate tasks have to be created respectively for Windows servers, Windows clients and Mac clients. A summary of the task details entered is shown at the end:
In our test, we found that the software was installed on the target computers very quickly (in about a minute) after we had clicked Finish to run the task. We note that it is necessary to activate the protection software after installation; this can be done locally or via the console, by creating a Task in just the same way as for the deployment.

Monitoring the network

Status

The Computer statuses overview panel of the dashboard shows security status of the network in the form of a pie chart, with each segment showing the proportion of all devices in a particular state:

Other panels of the Dashboard provide further status information, such as Top computer problems, Rogue computers ratio, Computers with problems.
Warnings
As shown in the screenshot above, there are two types of warning: Security notification (minor alert, e.g. operating system not up to date), and Security risk (more serious alert, e.g. protection disabled). The respective traffic-light colours are used to indicate the two alert states and the OK state (the same colouring is used to show warnings on the Computers page as well). Clicking on one of the coloured areas displays the menu below; clicking on Detailed information shows a list of affected computers, from which details of the specific problem can be seen:

![Security notification screenshot](image)

Rectifying problems
In some cases, e.g. malware signatures being out of date, a problem can be solved from the console by running the appropriate task, such as an update or reboot. At the time of writing, mid-September 2015, there was no task for reactivating disabled protection, although we understand from ESET that this is under development.

Malware alerts
Malware detections can be seen very easily by clicking the Threats button in the left-hand menu pane of the console. This displays details of malicious software found:

![Threats screenshot](image)

Program version
This is shown on the Computers page.

Managing the network
Scanning
Scans can be run by selecting the relevant computer(s) from the Computers page, and clicking Scan in the Tasks menu, which runs a standard scan. Alternatively, the admin can click New Task… and choose In-Depth, Smart or Custom Scan.

---

7 Please note that we have customised the order of the columns to show the most important items in the screenshot.
Scheduling Scans
To set a scheduled scan, the admin creates a new scan task, and then selects one of the Scheduled options under Trigger:

![Scheduling Scans](image)

Updates
To update malware definitions, the admin selects computers from the Computers page, then clicks Update Virus DB in the Tasks menu. The update then runs with no further interaction required.

Removing devices from the console
A computer can be removed from the console by uninstalling the ERA Agent. This is done by running a Task, selecting ESET Remote Administrator under Task Category, and Stop Managing (Uninstall ERA Agent) under Task.

Integrated help feature
This is context-sensitive, i.e. opens at the correct section for the console page currently being viewed. A comprehensive list of tasks is shown in a left-hand panel, with detailed, well-illustrated instructions in the main panel:
Comment

For an experienced Windows administrator, ESET Remote Administrator is very straightforward to set up, with no specialist Linux knowledge required. With a little help from the excellent documentation and help features, we quickly found our way around the console and its functions; we liked the customisable Dashboard page and the very consistent layout and functionality. We would suggest that any small business using the product should have an IT professional set up the console and provide a little basic training, after which we feel that non-expert administrators should be able to use it without any difficulty.
Installation
We deployed the ERA Agent by running the .MSI installer file locally on the client computer. The admin has to enter the management server’s hostname or IP address and specify the port (this has already entered and can normally be left as it is) and administrator credentials. When the agent setup wizard has completed, the computer can be seen in the console, and the endpoint protection itself can then be deployed remotely, as described above.

Main program window
This includes a status display, licence information, and links to scans, update and help.

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
ESET Endpoint Security registers as antivirus, antispyware and firewall. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is not disabled.

System Tray icon
A system tray icon is installed, which displays the following menu if right-clicked:
Unauthorised access
When logged on with a non-administrator account, we were not able to deactivate the protection, as a Windows UAC dialog demands administrator credentials.

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown when the EICAR test file is downloaded:

![Alert screenshot]

Object:
http://www.eicar.org/download/eicar.com

Threat:
Eicar test file

Information:
connection terminated - quarantined
Windows server protection software

The installation of ESET File Security is equivalent to that of Endpoint Security. The user interface is also extremely similar to that of the client software, the differences being that the status page (Monitoring) displays additional system information, and there is an additional button in the menu panel, Log Files.

Comment

We feel the Windows protection software is exceptionally well designed, with important information and functions easily accessible, but unauthorised access prevented. The consistency of design between server and client versions is helpful, and we note that the interface would be very finger-friendly if used with a touchscreen.
Mac client protection software

Installation
We deployed ESET Endpoint Security for OS X in the same way as the Windows protection software, i.e. by manually installing the agent and then pushing the endpoint protection client from the console. It should be noted that the agent installer comes in the form of a .TAR.GZ file, containing an .SH file which has to be extracted and then run using the OS X Terminal. As Mac OS X is Unix-based, this procedure would be familiar to e.g. Linux users. Fortunately, ESET provide illustrated instructions in their knowledge base for Windows admins who are not familiar with such things.\(^8\)

Main program window
This has a status display, subscription information, and links to scans, updates and help.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is installed, which shows the following menu:

\(^8\) [http://support.eset.com/kb3696/?viewlocale=en_US](http://support.eset.com/kb3696/?viewlocale=en_US)
Unauthorised access
When a standard user is logged on, the controls for disabling the protection are either hidden or deactivated, preventing the user from deactivating the program.

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown if the EICAR test file is downloaded:

Comment
Like its Windows counterparts, ESET Endpoint Security for OS X provides the user with useful status information, plus update and scan controls, but prevents unauthorised access to the settings. We feel the consistency of design across the different platforms will simplify life for the administrator.
Summary

The ESET Remote Administrator console has comprehensive functionality and could be used to manage enterprise-level networks, but is nonetheless very straightforward to set up and find one’s way around. With a little initial help from an IT consultant, it could easily be used by a small business without permanent IT staff. Two outstanding features of the product are its comprehensive, clear and well-illustrated documentation/help facilities, and the neatly designed and easy-to-use endpoint protection software. There is a high degree of consistency among the versions for the different platforms, and also between the client software and the console; configuration pages in client settings are mirrored in their console counterparts, for example.
F-Secure Protection Service for Business

Introduction
F-Secure produce a wide range of products for both large and small businesses, including endpoint security for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and various mobile platforms, along with antivirus for file servers, mail servers and gateways. This review covers F-Secure Protection Service for Business, which uses a web-based console to manage security software for client devices, and is suitable for small businesses.

Software versions reviewed
PSB Server Security for Windows 11.00 build 236
PSB Workstation Security for Windows 10.6
PSB Workstation Security for Mac 15465
PSB Console as at 30th August 2015

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows XP (32-bit), Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Mac OS X clients: Mac OS X 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10 [10.11 support planned9]
Linux10
Android/iOS: please see feature list

9 A new Mac client version is to be released in Q4 2015, with support for OS X 10.11
Documentation

Manuals
F-Secure provide two manuals for the product, a 24-page Getting Started Guide, and a 58-page Admin Guide. The Getting Started Guide covers the basics of setting up the system, starting with creating an account, and finishing with deployment instructions for workstations, servers and mobile devices. The Admin Guide also covers these, and includes additional instructions for monitoring and managing the software. Both manuals are produced to a high standard, clearly laid out and accessible via bookmarks and clickable contents page, and illustrated with screenshots.

Knowledge base
F-Secure also have a knowledge base on their website, which provides answers to common questions.

Comment
We would describe the documentation for F-Secure PSB as very good.

Management Console
Installation and configuration
The console is cloud-based and so requires no installation; the admin simply goes to the URL, creates an account, and logs in.

Layout
The web-based console has a single-pane design. Different pages can be shown by clicking on a row of tabs along the top, which include Home, Computers, Mobile Devices, Software Updates, Subscriptions, Reports and Infections. Home shows the overall status of the network, while Computers shows a list of individual computers with their own specific status. The Software Updates tab informs the admin of missing updates for Microsoft and other third-party vendors, not just F-Secure itself. There is a menu bar at the top, with links related to help, F-Secure account, and software downloads.

We feel the design of the console is particularly clear and easy to understand. Navigating involves one single line of tabs at the top, and individual pages are kept clean and simple, enabling the admin to find the relevant information or function very quickly. This would make it particularly suitable for non-expert administrators, although IT professionals will doubtless appreciate the console’s clarity too.

Preparing devices for deployment
We did not need to make any preparation of clients or the server before deploying the endpoint protection software.

Deploying the endpoint protection software
The endpoint protection software can be installed by downloading the setup file from the console; the admin clicks Download the software in the top left-hand corner of the console. Alternatively, the Computers tab of the console allows the admin to enter users’ email addresses and email a link from which users can install the software themselves; a remote push installation is also possible.
Monitoring the network

**Status**
The home page shows the overall status of devices on the network, as in the main screenshot above. A list of components within the endpoint protection software is displayed; if all is well on all devices, the status is shown as “Working in all devices”.

**Warnings**
If there is a problem, the status display shows what it is and how many computers are affected, e.g. “Critical security updates are missing on 2 Computers”. The alert text is a link to the Computers tab, which shows the administrator which computers are affected:

![Image of status display]

**Rectifying problems**
Clicking on an individual computer’s name opens its information page, which provides a detailed status report. An easy means of solving the problem is provided:

![Image of detailed status report]

The sub-tabs of the Computers tab allow the admin to see various items, including the status of real-time protection (Virus Protection), Firewall (Internet Shield), malware signatures (Software Updates), F-Secure client software version and licence key (Installed Software), plus operating system and IP address (Computer Information).

**Malware alerts**
Malware detections are shown under the Infections tab. If they have been dealt with by the client software, and thus do not require further action, no alert is shown (or needed) on the Home page.
Program version
The software version installed can be found by clicking the Computers tab, Installed Software sub-tab.

Managing the network
Scanning
A scan can be run by selecting individual PCs from the Computers page using the checkboxes, clicking “Scan for malware” on the row of tabs above, and the “Assign operation” button.

Scheduling Scans
We could not find a means of running one-off updates or scheduling a scan from the console, although both these operations can be run from the client software on individual PCs.

Updates
Updates are run automatically at pre-configured intervals. Manual updates can be run from the local client software on each computer.

Removing devices from the console
This can be done by going to the Computers Tab, Remove Computers sub-tab, selecting the relevant device and clicking Remove.

Integrated help feature
Clicking Help in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the integrated help box, which provides simple text instructions for common tasks:

Comment
We found that F-Secure PSB’s console makes monitoring very easy. The Home page enables the admin to see at a glance whether any clients require attention, and then easily find details of the problem. The ability to install missing updates directly from the computer’s details page is very convenient.
Windows client protection software

Installation
A 100 MB .EXE installer file is downloaded from the console and run. The admin has to accept a licence agreement and enter an activation key. No further interaction is required.

Main program window
This lets the user run updates and start scans. There is a status display in the form of a green icon and text when all is well; these turn red and show a warning if a protection component is disabled:

There is however no means of reactivating the protection easily, an admin or user who sees such an alert has to go into the settings to enable the relevant component.

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
**System Tray icon**
A system tray icon is displayed, right-clicking which shows the following menu:

- Open F-Secure PSB Workstation Security
- Show flyer history...
- Unload
- Virus and spyware scanning
- Network connections
- E-mail filtering
- About...

**Unauthorised access**
We were able to deactivate the real-time protection in the settings using a standard user account.

**Malware alerts**
The following alert is shown if the EICAR test file is downloaded:

Clicking *Virus was removed...* displays the following information:

**Comment**
The client software has a simple and familiar design, and allows users to run scans and updates, which we find sensible. We liked the user-friendly explanation when malware is detected. We recommend administrators to change the default policy that allows standard users to deactivate protection components. We also suggest providing a fix-all button to reactivate protection in the event that it has been disabled.
The file-server protection software has its own installation package, which can be downloaded from the console in just the same way as the client software. The setup wizard involves choosing the language, accepting a licence agreement, entering a subscription key, and choosing the location of the installation folder.

The user interface is web-based, and so is accessed by typing the URL into a web browser. Instructions for this are included in the product manual (F-Secure E-mail and Server Security Administrator's Guide). As can be seen in the screenshot above, the interface has a status display and links to scans, quarantine, updates and settings.

Comment

Inexperienced administrators might find it unusual to access an antivirus program via a web browser, but once the interface has been opened, it is actually not very different from the GUI of a consumer security product. With some help from the manual, we feel that even non-expert admins should be able to manage the product without any difficulty.
Mac client protection software

Installation
This involves running a .DMG installer file downloaded from the console, and accepting a licence agreement. No further interaction is required.

Main program window
The main program window includes a scan menu and status display.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is shown, which lets the user check status, open the program, or run an update:

Unauthorised access
We could not find any means of disabling the protection from the client, even with an administrator account.
Malware alerts
If the EICAR test file is downloaded, the following alert is displayed:

Clicking *Details* shows the location of the detected item, and indicates that it has been trashed. The alert is displayed until the user closes it.

Comment

We found the Mac protection software to have a simple and familiar design, which shows the status and allows users to run updates and scans.

Summary

F-Secure Protection Service for Business is well suited to small businesses, including those without their own IT staff. The console is web-based and so requires no installation, while deploying the endpoint-protection software on client PCs is no more difficult than installing iTunes. The design of the console is very clean and simple, and it is easy to find details of any problems that have been noted on the overall status page. As the documentation is also very good, we feel that F-Secure PSB could be used successfully by small businesses without professional assistance being required. Whilst we could suggest some minor modifications to the client software, overall we feel the product has been well designed, and makes monitoring and managing a small-business network very straightforward.
G Data Antivirus Business

Introduction
G Data Antivirus Business uses an on-premise, Windows-based console to manage client devices (it can optionally be hosted on e.g. Microsoft Azure). G Data’s business range also includes Client Security Business, which offers additional features such as a client firewall, and Endpoint Protection Business, which can additionally be provided as a service managed by a G Data Partner. The G Data Business products can be extended by adding optional modules such as MailSecurity, Client Backup and Patch Management.

Software versions reviewed
G Data Administrator 13.2.0.2
Windows Security Client 13.2.0.257

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows XP (32-bit only), Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Linux\(^\text{11}\)
Android/iOS: please see feature list

Documentation
Manus
The zip file containing the installation files very conveniently also includes a 149-page manual in .PDF format. This covers all aspects of installing and using the management console, including client deployment, configuration, monitoring and management. A 153-page Reference Guide is also available, which amongst other things provides an overview of G Data’s business range, and advice to customers on choosing the right product for them.

\(^{11}\) https://www.gdatasoftware.com/solutions-products/business/system-requirements
Knowledge base
We could not find a knowledge base on the manufacturer’s website. There is however an FAQ section in the manual.

Comment
The manual has been produced to a very high standard. We found it to be very clear and comprehensive, well laid-out, easily accessible via bookmarks and a clickable contents page, and well illustrated with screenshots.

Management Console
Installation and configuration
The console is installed on the management server by running the installer file, and choosing the G Data Management Server option:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G Data Management Server</th>
<th>G Data Bootmedium Wizard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Management Server supervises and controls all workstation, notebook and file server clients, providing them with virus signature updates. The installation includes the G Data Administrator.</td>
<td>Using Bootmedium Wizard, you can create a bootable CD for virus analysis using current virus signatures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Data Administrator</td>
<td>G Data WebAdministrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Data Administrator is the graphical front end for the Management Server. It can be installed on and managed from any computer on the network.</td>
<td>WebAdministrator is a web-based control panel for the Management Server. It can be started using any web browser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Data Security Client</td>
<td>G Data MobileAdministrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This client software provides virus protection for the clients and runs in the background without user interaction.</td>
<td>The MobileAdministrator is a web-based control panel for the Management Server. It can be started using a mobile web browser.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The console setup wizard then runs. This involves accepting a licence agreement, choosing the location of the installation folder, selecting main/secondary/subnet server, and whether to use Microsoft SQL Express (included) or an existing SQL installation. SQL Express is recommended for networks with up to 1,000 clients, and so we used this. The G Data software has to be activated using a licence key or access data at the end of the setup process, and then the server needs to be restarted. We found the procedure to be quick and straightforward.

We note that the G Data Management Server runs as a Windows Service of the same name. By default, this is set to Automatic (Delayed Start); after the PC running the Management Server is started/restarted, the administrator may have to wait a minute or two before being able to log in.

Layout
The G Data Administrator console has a similar layout to the Microsoft Management Console, with a narrow left-hand pane displaying the names of the server(s) and clients, and a larger right-hand pane showing various details of the selected device or group.

Preparing devices for deployment
In accordance with the instructions in the product manual, we opened firewall ports 7161, 7182, 7183 and 7184 on the server, and port 7169 on the Windows clients. Additional steps needed for remote installation are also described in the manual.
Deploying the endpoint protection software
The client software can be deployed by remote push installation, or local installation, which can be performed using logon script, group policy, or manually. We used the last of these in our test.

Monitoring the network
Status
The status of devices on the network is shown in the G Data Security Status panel on the dashboard. This provides a very detailed overview by listing the individual protection components, and showing how many of the total number of devices conform to optimal settings.

Warnings
Components which are not installed, or not configured correctly, are shown with an exclamation mark symbol in a red circle.

Rectifying problems
Clicking on an item shown to be non-functional or incorrectly configured shows the individual devices affected, and allows the administrator to solve the problem by selecting the device(s) concerned and clicking Enable:

Malware alerts
When malware is detected on a client, an alert is shown in the bottom right-hand corner of the console window:
Double-clicking this displays a message box with the details:

![Virus alert]

**Program version**

This can be seen by clicking Overview/Clients:

![Overview/Clients]

**Managing the network**

**Scanning**

Individual scans are run by selecting the client or group from the left-hand panel, then clicking the *Tasks* tab and the *Single Scan Job* icon on the toolbar below.

**Scheduling Scans**

The procedure is identical for an individual scan, except that the admin clicks the *Periodic Scan Job* icon on the toolbar.

**Updates**

Updates can be run by clicking the *Clients* tab, selecting the device(s) to be updated, right-clicking and selecting *Update Virus Signatures Now*.

**Removing devices from the console**

A device can be removed by right-clicking it (e.g. in the *Clients* view shown above) and then clicking *Delete*. 
Integrated help feature
A comprehensive Windows Help file is provided, covering all aspects of using the console. Instructions are illustrated with some screenshots:

Comment
We found the G Data Administrator management console to be very intuitive to use, especially for someone who is familiar with Microsoft administration tools such as the Microsoft Management console. We were able to find essential information and functionality very quickly and easily. The status display struck us as very informative, with its listing of individual components, and makes rectifying problems very easy.
Windows client protection software

![G Data Security Client interface]

**Installation**

The software can be installed by running the same installer file used for the console, but in this case selecting G Data Security Client. The setup wizard is very simple, the admin only needs to accept a licence agreement and enter the name of the management server. The client software is then automatically registered with the console.

**Main program window**

The G Data Security Client does not have a program window as such. The interface consists of the System Tray icon’s menu, shown above. By default, this only displays the entries *Internet Update* and *About*. The functionality available to the user can be extended from the console, so that the user can run scans, change options and display the quarantine:

- Allow the user to run virus checks
- Allow the user to download signature updates
- Allow the user to change monitor options
- Allow the user to change email options
- Allow the user to change Web/IM options
- Allow the user to display the local quarantine
- Protect client settings with a password

We note that the administrator can password protect the settings if desired.

**Windows Security Center/Windows Defender**

The client security software registers in Windows Security Center as antivirus and antispyware. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is not disabled.

**System Tray icon**

This is displayed, and provides the only means of local access to the client software.

**Unauthorised access**

This is effectively prevented. The default interface does not allow the user – regardless of privileges – to alter the configuration at all. Using the options shown above, the administrator can allow user to change settings, but limit this to certain individuals by means of setting a password.
Malware alerts
The following alert is shown in the browser window when malware is discovered:

![Website blocked!](image)

G Data Security has denied access to this website.

Windows server protection software
In terms of interface and available functionality, this can be regarded as being identical to the client software.

Comment
Although the minimalist user interface of the software will appear unusual to some people, it prevents unauthorised access, and the administrator can let users perform basic tasks if so desired. In practical terms, we would say that it has been well designed.

Summary
For experienced IT professionals, G Data Antivirus Business is very intuitive and straightforward to install and manage. SQL Express installation is seamlessly integrated into the console setup wizard, and the console will be very familiar to anyone who is used to e.g. the Microsoft Management Console. The minimalist interface of the client software may be unusual, but works very well from a practical point of view. Whilst small businesses may find it easier to have an IT consultant perform the initial setup, we feel the console is so clear and intuitive to use that only minimal training would be necessary for a non-expert administrator to carry out everyday monitoring and management tasks. The excellent manual can be relied upon for further assistance.
Kaspersky Small Office Security 4

Introduction
Kaspersky Small Office Security 4 is a security package designed for small businesses with up to 25 desktop/laptops computers, especially those without professional IT support. It provides protection for Windows Servers, Windows desktops and laptops, Mac OS X desktops and laptops and Android Phones/Tablets, all managed via a cloud-based console.

For larger businesses and businesses with advanced demands, Kaspersky make two additional products: Endpoint Security for Business (in Core, Select and Advanced variants), and Total Security for Business.

Software versions reviewed
Kaspersky Small Office Security Management Console as at June 2015
Kaspersky Small Office Security 4 File Server 15.0.2
Kaspersky Small Office Security 4 Personal Computer 15.0.2
Kaspersky Internet Security for Mac 15.0.1
**Supported operating systems**

Windows clients: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10\(^{12}\), all in 32 and 64-bit versions  
Mac OS X clients: OS X 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10  
Android/iOS: please see feature list

**Documentation**

We could not find a manual or any articles in the knowledge base relating to the Small Office Security console. However, assistance is provided in the form of the built-in help feature described below.

**Comment**

Although the Kaspersky Small Office Security console is very easy to navigate and use, we nonetheless feel that a manual and/or knowledge base articles would be helpful.

\(^{12}\) At the time of writing (late August 2015), the Kaspersky Lab website notes that some additional features of the Windows client, such as webcam protection, may not be fully operational under Windows 10
Management Console
Installation and configuration
The console is cloud-based, meaning that there is no installation required.

Layout
The console has two main pages, Devices (shown by default) and Licenses. The administrator can switch between the pages using the two big buttons at the top. The Usage view of the Licences page shows the number of licences being used, and how many are still available; there is also a convenient link to the Downloads page, from which client protection software can be installed:

The Devices page displays all the protected devices. These can be shown as tiles, with detailed information (as shown in the main screenshot at the start of this report), or in the form of a list, as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>License</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows Server</td>
<td>Device is protected</td>
<td>Server</td>
<td>363/365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 7 Desktop</td>
<td>Device is protected</td>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>363/365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 8 Laptop</td>
<td>Device is protected</td>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>363/365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A menu bar at the top of the page allows the administrator to toggle between these two views, filter the devices shown, carry out common tasks such as scans and updates, and open the help feature:

Preparing devices for deployment
No specific preparations are needed on any compatible device, other than removing any existing security software.
Deploying the endpoint protection software
To deploy protection software to devices, the administrator opens the Downloads page, which displays links for all the available products:

The software can be deployed to all devices either by clicking the appropriate link, or by sending an email to remote users so that they can install the software themselves. For Windows and Mac OS X computers, the respective installer file can be downloaded once, and then copied to a flash drive or network share to install further machines.

Monitoring the network
Status
The Devices view of the console gives a simple, at-a-glance view of the status of the company’s devices. For each device, there is an icon and caption which serve as the status display:
Warnings

Warnings are shown very clearly by the icon and its caption:

Rectifying problems

To correct a problem shown for any device – Windows or Mac – the administrator clicks Manage; this opens the device’s details page, which provides a more detailed explanation, a recommended course of action, and the means to carry this out. The details page for the PC with disabled protection is shown below. Simply clicking the Turn on button reactivates the protection.

Malware alerts

If Kaspersky Small Office Security endpoint protection software detects and completely eliminates a threat, as it does with the EICAR test file, no warning is shown in the console, as no action is required of the administrator.

Program version

Whilst every device’s tile shows the Kaspersky Lab product(s) installed, the administrator has to check the device locally to determine the exact program version.

Managing the network

Scanning

To run a scan on all the devices on the network, the administrator simply clicks Run Quick Scan or Run Full Scan, as appropriate, on the Devices page of the console.

Scheduling Scans

It is not possible to set a scanning schedule from the console, but this can be done on the individual PC/Server.
Updates
The process for running updates is exactly parallel to running a scan, both for all devices or just one, using the relevant Update button.

Removing devices from the console
If a device has been inactive (not communicated with the console) for 4 days, an X symbol appears in the top right-hand corner of its tile; clicking this allows the device to be hidden from the console. This has to be confirmed, to prevent it happening by accident.

Integrated help feature
Clicking the ? symbol in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the help pages in a new tab of the browser. These provide a clear overview of main topics on the left, with instructions for each topic on the right. We note that the layout is very tablet-friendly, with the topics list easy to tap with a finger, and very concise instructions that can be displayed in a legible size on a small tablet screen without too much scrolling being required.

Comment
We were struck by the simplicity of the console design, which allows the status of all devices to be seen clearly, and essential tasks such as updates and scans to be carried out, from a single page. We feel that this would enable somebody new to network security management to find their way around easily without any training.

We have one suggestion for improvement. To get to the Downloads page to deploy software, the administrator has to click on Licenses and then Usage; we did not find this very intuitive, and suggest that a link could be added to the console in a more prominent position.
**Windows client protection software**

![Kaspersky Small Office Security 4](image)

**Installation**
Clicking the relevant link in the console/email downloads an exe setup file, which is then run on the target machine. The administrator clicks one button *Install*, then just has to decide whether to join the Kaspersky Security Network.

**Main program window**
The features status, update and scan all feature their own prominent tiles, and help, support, settings and licence information are all easily accessible from the home page. If protection is disabled, the status display shows a very prominent warning:

![Protection is at risk](image)

Clicking on the status display bar opens the Notification Center, from which the protection can be re-enabled.

**Windows Action Center**
KSOS registers with Windows Action Center as the antivirus, antispyware and firewall.
System Tray icon
An icon is displayed in the Windows System Tray. It can be double-clicked to open the main program window, or right-clicked to show a context menu of common tasks:

Unauthorised access
The software can be password protected to prevent unauthorised access; we would strongly recommend administrators to activate this.

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown if the user attempts to download the EICAR test file:
Windows server protection software

The File Server variant of the KSOS windows protection software is very similar to the Personal Computer software. There are fewer features, and some configuration differences, but basic functionality is identical.

Comment

We found the Windows protection software to be very well designed, with a clear status display and malware warnings, easy rectification of any problems, and all essential information and features easily accessible from the home page.
Mac client protection software

Installation
The .DMG installer file downloaded from the console can be double-clicked to start; the administrator then only has to click Install… and decide whether to participate in the Kaspersky Security Network, then click Download and install. No further interaction is required.

Main program window
This features a very prominent status display, with the essential functions scan, update, help, settings and licence information all easily accessible from the home page. The status display shows the progress of updates:

It also shows a warning if protection is disabled, and displays a button with which it can instantly be re-enabled:
System Tray icon
KSOS displays an icon in the OS X System Tray, which shows a menu of common tasks:

Unauthorized access
The protection features can only be configured by entering administrator credentials for Mac OS X, preventing standard users from disabling them.

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown when the EICAR test file is downloaded:

Comment
We feel the Mac client software will prove very easy to use. There is a clear status display, which warns in the event of a problem and makes this easy to rectify. All the essential functions are easy to find in the program’s home page.

Summary
We feel that Kaspersky Small Office Security 4 is exceptionally well-suited to a small-business network without professional IT support. Deploying and managing the protection software from the console should be a straightforward task for anyone who can install and use iTunes. The product is a very obvious choice for small companies who want centrally managed, professional security software for a Windows server, plus Windows and Mac desktops and laptops and Android Phone/Tablets, without having to employ dedicated IT staff to look after it.
McAfee SaaS Endpoint Protection

Introduction
McAfee make a wide range of security products for businesses large and small. We have reviewed McAfee SaaS Endpoint Protection, which uses a cloud-based console to manage clients.

Software versions reviewed
McAfee SaaS cloud console as at 5th September 2015
McAfee Endpoint Security client for Windows 10.0.1

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8.

Documentation
Manuals
The Help & Support menu at the top of the console includes links to the Installation Guide and Guide to SaaS Endpoint Protection. The former is a 43-page document with instructions for deploying the client protection software. Whilst it has been well produced and the instructions are clear, we would say that it is aimed more at experienced administrators than non-experts, and there are no screenshots. The Guide to SaaS Endpoint Protection is a very detailed and comprehensive manual of 181 pages. Again we would say that this is oriented towards experienced IT professionals rather than small-business owners.

Knowledge base
The McAfee Knowledge Center is a searchable online database of support articles. As with the manuals, we feel this is aimed at experienced IT professionals.
Management Console
Installation and configuration
The console is cloud-based, so no installation or configuration is necessary; the administrator simply opens the URL in a browser and logs in.

Layout
The console opens by default on the Dashboard page. This displays a number of panels, each with an element of status or activity information, such as individual protection components, subscription information, malware detection and web-filtering data. This area is very customisable; the admin can move panels around by drag and drop, remove individual panels by clicking the x in the corner, or add additional panels by clicking Add Widget on the toolbar at the top. A row of tabs along the top of the console allows the admin to change to other pages, such as Computers, Reports, Policies, My Licences, My Account, Utilities, Help and Support. Each tab has a double function; the admin can simply click it to go to the associated page, or hover the mouse over it, in which case a menu of more specific options is shown. The screenshot below shows that the Computers tab, which if clicked displays all computers on the network, can also be used to show only specific types of computer by hovering:

Preparing devices for deployment
We did not have to make any preparation of client or server computers before deploying the protection software.

Deploying the endpoint protection software
To deploy the protection software, the admin clicks on Install Protection in the top left-hand corner of the Dashboard. This takes the admin to the installation page, which includes options for local installation, push installation, and obtaining a URL which can be emailed to users:

We chose to use the default option of ‘Install on this computer’ for the purposes of this review.
Monitoring the network

**Status**

For each of the main protection components *Threat Prevention, Firewall* and *Web Control*, there is a panel on the dashboard, with a pie chart showing clearly what percentage of clients have the product running:

We note that the *Threat Prevention Coverage* panel shows whether the component is installed and up to date, but not whether real-time protection is enabled.

**Warnings and rectifying problems**

The screenshot below illustrates the warnings shown if a client’s malware signatures are out of date. The pie chart for *Threat Protection Coverage* shows a third of PCs (one out of our three test clients) in red, as opposed to green for up to date; additionally, a red strip along the top of the console warns explicitly of the problem:

An *Update Protection* button is displayed; clicking this opens a very detailed help page, which explains possible reasons why the protection might be out of date (including the computer being switched off because the user is on holiday), and the appropriate course of action to take in each case:

In our test, we found that if real-time protection is disabled on a client, no obvious warning is shown in the console, even though the component’s status will be shown as *Disabled* in the details page of the computer affected:
McAfee makes use of the Microsoft Security Center to alert the user, and it is also possible via the console to have an email automatically sent to the administrator on a daily and/or monthly basis, showing that a component has entered a disabled state. However, this is not ideal in our view, and we would prefer an ‘alert’ banner and ‘fix’ button that is similar to the ‘out of date’ alerts that exist in the console, to make it more obvious that all is not well.

Malware alerts
Computers on which malware has been detected are shown in the *Top Computers With Detections* panel in the *Dashboard*. Additionally, using the *Any Detections* filter of the *Computers* page will show computers with detections.

Program version
The administrator can find the version number of the endpoint software on an individual client by going to the *Computers* page and clicking the name of the client PC; this displays detailed system information, including OS details, IP address, status of components, and details of malware signatures, in addition to the program version.
Managing the network

**Scanning**

Scans can be run by policy, by clicking the *Policies* tab, *Threat Prevention*. The admin can choose a full or quick scan, when to run the scan, and various other options (scan configuration page shown below).

![Scan Configuration Page](image)

**Scheduled scans**

These are set up using exactly the same way as one-off scans, by clicking the *Scan frequency* drop-down list, and choosing *Daily*, *Weekly*, *Monthly* or *Run on next policy update*.

**Updates**

Updates are scheduled by default to run every 12 hours; the policy can be configured to change this to every 4, 8, 16 or 24 hours. A manual update can only be run locally on the client endpoint software.

**Removing devices from the console**

To remove a computer from the console, the admin selects the relevant check box on the *Computers* page and clicks the *Delete* button above.

**Integrated help feature**

Clicking the ? symbol in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the product’s online help feature. This is context-sensitive, i.e. opens at the relevant page for the console feature currently being used. It provides a comprehensive list of topics in a left-hand panel, with details for the selected topic shown in the main panel. We found the instructions to be clearly written, although unfortunately with very few screenshots.
Comment

We feel the Dashboard page of the console does a very good job of displaying a clear overview of important information, and we particularly liked the ability to customise it so easily, so each admin can add or remove panels and arrange them as he/she sees fit. We also feel the single row of tabs along the top of the console makes it very easy to navigate between pages, and the click-or-hover option with each tab is innovative and useful. The pages all provide a clear overview of the available functions, without overwhelming the admin.

Whilst running a scan by means of a policy will be very familiar to IT professionals used to enterprise consoles, we feel it will probably be a new concept to inexperienced admins using a management console for the first time. Simultaneously re-applying the protection policy every time an update runs strikes us as very sensible, although we would prefer to see a shorter update interval (4 hours is the minimum) available.

We liked the very obvious alert shown by the console when a client’s malware signatures are out of date, and the convenient link to possible solutions. We feel it would be a valuable addition if a similar warning and “fix” button were displayed when real-time protection is disabled.

The integrated help feature is extensive, and probably the best source of information for inexperienced admins. We were impressed with the information page that explains possible reasons a computer might be out of date, and feel it would be educational for inexperienced admins.
Windows client protection software

Installation
We chose the local installation option, i.e. downloading the installer file from the console and running it on the same computer. The screenshot in the Deploying the endpoint protection software in the Management section above shows the component and language options, which are selected before the installer is downloaded. Once the setup file has been started, no further interaction is required from the administrator.

Main program window
This includes a status display for individual protection components, scan and update buttons, and a single menu from which the help and support functions can be accessed. If either the Firewall or Web Control component is deactivated, the relevant status box will show the component status as Disabled. With Threat Protection, which has four sub-components, the overall status is only shown as Disabled if all four of these are deactivated.

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
Assuming the default installation (all components) has been selected, McAfee Endpoint Protection registers as firewall, antivirus and antispyware. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is disabled.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is installed, which can be used to display the following menu:
Unauthorised access
By default, protection components can be disabled from standard user accounts. This can be prevented by configuring Standard Access rather than the default Full Access, whereby a password has to be entered before settings can be changed. The administrator can do this locally on the client software of each PC, or apply a policy to individual PCs, groups of PCs, or all PCs from the management console. We would strongly advise admins to do this.

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown when the EICAR test file is downloaded:

![Malware alert](image)

Windows server protection software
This can be regarded as identical to the Windows client software.

Comment
We feel the design of the Windows client/server protection software is very familiar and easy to use, enabling users to run scans and updates. Installation is very straightforward, and provides useful component and language options.

Summary
We found McAfee SaaS Endpoint Protection to be well suited to small businesses without full-time IT support. The console is cloud-based and so requires no installation, provides a clear overview of important information and tasks, automated email-based reporting, and is straightforward to find one’s way around. There is a very usable integrated help feature too. The client software has a familiar layout and is easy to use. We have one suggestion for improvement: we feel it would be a valuable addition if the very clear warning and convenient “fix” button shown for out-of-date computers were extended so that they also cover ‘disabled’ firewall/real-time protection.
Introduction
Sophos specialises in security software for business, and makes a wide range of products. Sophos Cloud uses a cloud-based console to manage protection software for clients.

Software versions reviewed
Sophos Endpoint Security and Control (ESC) for Workstations 11.1.2 Cloud
Sophos ESC for Windows Servers 1.1.7 Cloud Server
Sophos Cloud Endpoint for Mac 9.3.3

Supported operating systems
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Windows Server 2003/R2, 2008/R2, 2012/R2
Windows Small Business Server 2011
Mac OS X 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10
Linux
Android/iOS: please see feature list

Documentation
Manuals
A 91-page manual in .PDF format is available; it can be downloaded from the Help window, as described above. It is comprehensive, and easily navigable thanks to a clickable contents page and bookmarks. We found the text to be well written, although unfortunately there are no screenshots.

Knowledge base
An FAQ page and knowledge base are provided; the latter can be searched for instructions for specific tasks.

Comment
We found Sophos’ documentation to be good.

Management Console
Installation and configuration
The console is cloud-based and so does not require installation. The administrator simply creates an account, opens the URL, and logs in.

Layout
The home page of the console consists of one large panel showing overall security status, along with two smaller panels that each display a “slideshow” of different content. Items shown include resolved malware detections, global malware activity, and summaries of activity relating to servers, computers, and mobile devices.

Preparing devices for deployment
We did not need to make any preparations to client or server systems before installing the protection software.

Deploying the endpoint protection software
When the admin first logs into the console, the following deployment options are displayed:

We opted for the Download Installers method; this takes the admin to the Downloads page of the console, where the protection software can be downloaded:
Monitoring the network

*Status*

The *Action Center*, the status panel on the home page, shows the number of devices with problems. If all is well, a big green tick (checkmark) symbol is displayed.

*Warnings and rectifying problems*

In the event of an installation failing, the *Alerts* panel in the *Action Center* shows clearly what is wrong:
The screenshot above shows the convenient solution provided for the problem, namely the *Reinstall computer software* button.

In our test, we found that if real-time protection is disabled on a client device, or if the endpoint protection software is uninstalled locally, the system will automatically fix the problem. The screenshot below shows that RTP was disabled at 17:59 on August 30th, and reactivated at 20:01; likewise, when we uninstalled the endpoint software from the client, we found that it was reinstalled 2 hours later.

![Devices > SEVEN](image)

**Malware alerts**
Malware detected and deleted by clients is shown in the Resolved Malware Detections box on the Dashboard, in the form of a graph showing number of detections per hour and day:

![Resolved Malware Detections](image)

**Program version**
We could not find a means of displaying the program version of the client software in the console.

**Managing the network**

**Scanning**
Scheduled Scans can be set in the console, by editing the policy applied to each user or group, as shown below.
An individual client device can be scanned from its properties page.

**Updates**
A manual update can be run on an individual computer by clicking the Users and Devices menu, Devices, and then the name of the computer concerned.

**Removing devices from the console**
A device can be removed easily by selecting its checkbox on the Devices page, and clicking Delete.

**Integrated help feature**
Clicking Help in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the product’s web-based help feature. This is context-sensitive, i.e. it shows content relevant to the page of the console currently being viewed, which we find very convenient. A list of topics is displayed in a left-hand column, with simple, clear text instructions for the selected topic shown in the main panel:

Clicking the PDF button in the top right-hand corner allows the admin to download the same content as a manual in .PDF format.
Comment

Overall, we found Sophos’ management console clear and easy to navigate, with important information and tasks easy to access. The help features are good. We were impressed with the automatic re-activation/reinstallation of disabled or uninstalled software, though we did wonder whether this might not be done more quickly, or an alert shown in the intervening period. We note that security policies apply to users rather than devices; Sophos inform us that a policy thus follows a user across multiple devices and platforms.
Installation
To install the windows client software, the admin runs the .EXE installer file downloaded from the console. The only decision to make is whether to remove existing third-party security software; the process completes with a few clicks.

Main program window
The main program window shows the status of protection components in the top left-hand corner. Users can run full and custom scans.

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
Sophos ESC registers as antivirus and antispyware in Windows Security Center. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is not disabled.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is installed; right-clicking it allows the user to open the program or run an update.

Unauthorised access
When logged on with a standard user account, the configuration options which would allow the user to deactivate protection in Sophos Cloud are deactivated. The Tamper Protection feature of the suite additionally allows the admin to password-protect the settings for all users, regardless of their Windows local/domain account type.
Malware alerts
The following alert is shown when malware is discovered:

![Threat detected by Sophos.](image)

'Virus/spyware' EICAR-AV-Test has been detected.
Access to the web content has been blocked.

Windows server protection software
Whilst the server protection software has a separate installer file, in terms of installation and user interface it can be regarded as being identical to the client. Sophos tell us that the management interface is different, and that there is a different configuration in the server software, to allow for e.g. Exchange or SQL running on the server.

Comment
The Windows protection software allows users to perform essential tasks, i.e. run updates and scans, but not disable protection, which we find ideal. Although it is a very minor point, we wonder whether the graphical user interface, very similar to Windows XP’s Explorer, might not give users the wrong message about continuing to use the now-unsupported 2001 operating system.
Mac client protection software

Installation
A .ZIP file is downloaded from the console. The admin runs the Sophos Installer within this; the installation then completes with a couple of clicks. There are no choices to be made.

Main program window
Sophos Cloud Endpoint for Mac does not have a main program window as such. Scans can be run from the Scans dialog box, shown above; updates can be run from the System Tray menu, shown below. There is a sort of minimalist status display, in that when protection is disabled, the Sophos icon in the System Tray will be greyed out.

System Tray icon
This displays the following menu:

Unauthorised access
Protection cannot be disabled without entering administrator credentials. Tamper Protection can also be enabled, as for the Windows software.
Malware alerts
If the EICAR test file is downloaded, the following alert is shown:

![Malicious Content Blocked](image)

Comment
Although the somewhat minimalist interface of Sophos Cloud Endpoint for Mac may seem unusual to some admins, it allows users to run updates and scans, but not to disable the protection. From a practical point of view, we would regard it as good.

Summary
We feel that Sophos Cloud could be used by a non-expert administrator quite comfortably. The console is simple and clearly laid out, making it easy to find essential information and tasks, and the help features are good. Client software may be unusual in its design but is very practical. We also felt that the automatic reactivation/reinstallation of disabled/removed client software was very good, albeit somewhat slow to kick in.
Symantec Endpoint Protection

Introduction
Symantec produces a wide variety of security software for large and small businesses. For this review, we tested Endpoint Protection, which uses a Windows-based on-premise console to manage client protection software.

Software versions reviewed
Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager 12.1.6306.6100 (12.1.6 MP1)
Symantec Endpoint Protection Client for Windows 12.1.6306.6100 (12.1.6 MP1)
Symantec Endpoint Protection Client for Mac 12.1.6168.6000 (12.1.6)

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: Windows XP, XP Embedded*, Vista*, 7, 8, 8.1, 10*
(* = Endpoint Protection client only)
Mac clients: Mac OS X 10.8, 10.9, 10.10

Documentation
Manuals
Symantec provides an extensive range of manuals for Endpoint Protection. Of these, the Installation and Administration Guide is the most comprehensive at 844 pages. It is very detailed, but easy to
navigate via a clickable contents page and bookmarks. The instructions are very clearly written, although there are unfortunately no screenshots. There is also a 9-page Quick Start Guide available, covering the essentials of installing the console and deploying client software. This is very simply formatted and does not have a contents page, but explains the basics clearly with a number of screenshots.

**Knowledge base**
There is an extensive knowledge base which can be searched for relevant articles.

**Comment**
We suggest that the Quick Start Guide would be a good starting point for an inexperienced system administrator, while the Administration Guide should be ideal for experienced IT professionals, especially if managing larger networks.

**Management Console**

**Installation and configuration**
The console is installed on the Windows server by downloading and running an .EXE installer file. The setup wizard is extremely simple and only requires the admin to accept the licence agreement and choose the location of the installation folder.

**Layout**
The main console window has a narrow menu column on the left-hand side, with the entries Home, Monitors, Reports, Policies, Clients and Admin. The Home page provides various panels showing the status of different items, including overall security status, status of endpoint clients, and licences.

**Preparing devices for deployment**
We did not need to make any special configuration of the clients in order to use the local installation method.

**Deploying the endpoint protection software**
There are three principal methods of deploying the client software: creating an installation package to use for local installation, emailing users with a link to the installer file, or using a remote push installation from the server. We used the local installation method in our test.
To do this, we exported installation packages for both Mac and Windows clients by going to the Admin page, Install packages tab. The admin then only needs to right-click the appropriate installer package and then click Export:

![Client Install Package](image)

An .EXE file for Windows, or a .ZIP file for Mac, can then be saved to e.g. a network share or flash drive, from where it can be run on the client.
Monitoring the network

Status
This is shown in the Security Status and Endpoint Status panels on the Home page.

Warnings
If protection is disabled on a client, the two status panels change as shown below:

![Security Status - Attention Needed](image)

![Endpoint Status](image)

Rectifying problems
Clicking View Details in the Security Status panel shows a list of protection components, and which of them is disabled on which client. The admin then goes to the Clients page and right-clicks the client PC(s) in question, and selects the appropriate command (e.g. Enable Auto-Protect):
Malware alerts
We found that when we downloaded the EICAR test file or AMTSO PUA test file – both of which were immediately detected and dealt with by the endpoint protection software – nothing was shown in the Virus and Risks Activity Summary panel on the home page of the console. Symantec tell us that with default settings, EICAR events are deleted from risk logs. However, creating a report on the Reports page did show all instances of such detections, however.

Program version
This can be displayed for any individual client by double-clicking the device’s entry in the Clients tab of the Clients page. Symantec tell us that it can be shown for all clients by going to Monitors > Client Status > View log, or Reports > Computer Status, SEP Product Versions > Create report.

Managing the network
Scanning
Scans can be run from Clients/Clients by selecting the relevant device or devices (standard Windows selection techniques such as Ctrl + A, Ctrl + click can be used to make multiple selections), right-clicking, and clicking Scan. A choice of quick, full or custom scans is provided.

Scheduling Scans
Scheduled scans can be configured by going to the Policies page of the console and editing an existing policy or creating a new one. By default, a scheduled scan runs at 00:30 every day:
Updates
Running an update is identical to the scanning procedure described above, except that the admin clicks Update Content.

Removing devices from the console
A device can be removed very simply by right-clicking its entry under Clients/Clients and clicking Delete.

Integrated help feature
Clicking the Help link in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the local web-based help feature. This is context sensitive, i.e. it opens the help page relevant to the current feature being used on the console.

Comment
Although the console is obviously very powerful and capable of handling large networks and a multitude of configuration options, we were still able to find essential monitoring and management functions without any difficulty.
Windows client protection software

Installation
This is a very simple process. Having started the installer, the admin only needs to restart the computer at the end:

Main program window
This provides similar functionality to a consumer antivirus program. There is a status display, which shows a warning and a “Fix All” button if protection is disabled. All users can run updates and scans and access the help; administrators can additionally change the settings.

Windows Security Center/Windows Defender
The Symantec Endpoint Protection client registers as firewall, antivirus and antispyware. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is disabled.

System Tray icon
A System Tray icon is installed; right-clicking it allows the admin to open the program, update policy, or disable protection.
Unauthorised access
When a user logs on with a standard Windows user account, the options for disabling protection are greyed out (deactivated).

Malware alerts
The following alert is shown when the EICAR test file is downloaded:

Windows server protection software
In terms of installation and user interface, this can be regarded as identical to the Windows client software.

Comment
We feel the client software should be very familiar to anyone who has used a typical Windows consumer antivirus product, and provides appropriate functionality for administrators and standard users respectively.
Mac client protection software

Installation
This is a very simple process. The administrator simply has to run the installer file and restart the computer when it has finished.

Main program window
This provides a status display and access to essential functions such as scans, updates and help, in a familiar interface. If a protection component is disabled, the text and symbol of the status display change accordingly, and a Fix button appears to reactivate the protection.

System Tray icon
The System Tray icon displays the following sub-menus:

Amongst the available functions are opening the main window, running updates and opening the settings.
Unauthorised access
A standard user cannot disable the protection unless administrator credentials are entered.

Malware alerts
If the EICAR test file is downloaded, the following alert is shown:

![Symantec Notification](image)

Vulnerability BLOCKED
When: 5 Sep 2015 14:40:24

Comment
Like its Windows counterpart, the Mac client software provides essential functionality in a familiar interface, whilst preventing non-administrators from disabling protection.

Summary
Symantec Endpoint Protection includes a wide range of functionality and configuration options, and has the capacity to cope with very sizeable business networks. Nonetheless it could also be used by smaller businesses. We feel the console is easy to navigate, and we had no difficulty finding essential monitoring and management features. The endpoint protection software for Windows clients, the Windows server and Mac clients will be very familiar and easy to use for anyone familiar with standard consumer security programs. Documentation is very comprehensive.
Trend Micro Worry-Free Business Security Services

Introduction
Trend Micro produce a range of enterprise solutions, suitable for larger companies, while Worry-Free Business Security Services is aimed at small businesses with up to 100 users. It uses a cloud-based console to manage protection software for Windows and Mac clients.

Software versions reviewed
Trend Micro Worry-Free Business Security Services 5.7 SP1
Windows client and server protection software: 5.7.2544/19.1.2512
Mac client protection software: 2.0.1210

Supported operating systems
Windows clients: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Mac clients: OS X 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9, 10.10
Android/iOS: please see feature list.

Documentation
We were not able to find a manual or knowledge base articles that were relevant to the product being tested. We recommend users to look at the integrated help feature described below.
Management Console
Installation and configuration
No installation or configuration of the console is necessary, as it is cloud-based. The administrator simply logs in with a web browser.

Layout
By default, the console opens on the Live Status tab, shown in the main screenshot above. This essentially shows whether all is well in the categories Threat Status, System Status and License Status, and shows a warning with details if not. There is a menu bar at the top of the console, with the tabs Live Status, Devices, Scans, Reports, Administration and Help. Devices shows a list of protected devices, and allows deployment of the protection software to new ones; Scans lets the administrator run and schedule scans; Reports can be used to generate customised reports of relevant events; Administration allows the admin to e.g. configure global settings and manage licences. The Devices page can be customised by adding or removing columns:

Preparing devices for deployment
We did not have to configure Windows or Mac clients before deploying the software by direct download.

Deploying the endpoint protection software
Clicking the Devices tab, then Add Devices, opens the page of the same name. This provides 3 different deployment methods: sending an installation link to the user by email; local installation by direct download; creating an installer package which can be e.g. put on a network drive or flash drive to install multiple devices:
In our test, we used the local installation by direct download from the console to install Windows and Mac clients.

**Monitoring the network**

**Status**

The default *Live Status* page of the console provides an overview of system status. For a more detailed view, the administrator can go to the *Devices* tab, which lists all protected devices and displays important information for each one:

---

**Rectifying problems**

Clicking on the number representing how many devices are affected opens a page from which the problem can be solved. For example, clicking the 1 at the end of the line *Real-time scan disabled* in the screenshot above opens the following page:
Malware alerts
Malware detections are shown in the Virus detected column of the Devices page.

Program version
This is shown on the Devices page, Agent Version column.

Managing the network
Scanning
Standard scans can be run by selecting the devices to be scanned in the Devices page using their checkboxes, then clicking Scan Now from the Scan menu on the toolbar. The same menu can be used to stop a running scan if desired.

Scheduling Scans
The Scans tab, Scheduled Scan sub-tab allows the administrator to schedule daily, weekly or monthly scans. In each case, day and time of day can be specified. There are different settings for servers and endpoint devices.

Updates
Devices can be updated from the Devices page, by selecting the relevant devices and clicking Update Now from the More menu.

Removing devices from the console
This can be done very easily by clicking the relevant checkbox(es) on the Devices page, and then Remove on the toolbar.

Integrated help feature
Clicking the ? symbol in the top right-hand corner of the console opens the online help feature. This displays a list of features and tasks on the left-hand side, with simple text explanations/instructions shown in the main pane:
**Comment**

We found Trend Micro’s console to be very largely intuitive to use, with almost all important information and tasks being easy to find on the **Devices** tab. We note that the administrator will need to check the **Live Status** tab as well, in order to check protection status and rectify any problems; however, this is shown by default every time the admin logs on.

We feel the integrated help feature, whilst comprehensive in its range of topics, provides quite spartan texts without any screenshots. We feel this is an area that could be improved, especially as we were unable to find a relevant manual or knowledge-base articles.
Windows client protection software

Installation
This could hardly be simpler. Having downloaded and started the installer, the admin only needs to click Next and Finish to complete the wizard.

Main program window
There is a prominent status display with text and an icon, along with buttons to run an update or scan. The latter allows the user to select the complete system, or individual folders, from a single dialog box:
If real-time protection is disabled, the status display shows an alert, with the instruction to contact the administrator to rectify the problem:

![Protection at Risk](https://www.av-comparatives.org)

**Windows Security Center/Windows Defender**
Trend Micro Security Agent registers as the antispyware and antivirus program. Under Windows 7, Windows Defender is not disabled.

**System Tray icon**
This can be used to display the following menu:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Menu Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable Firewall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disable Behavior Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Versions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open Security Agent Console</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit Security Agent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Unauthorised access**
Using a standard user account, we found it was possible to disable the Security Agent completely using the *Exit Security Agent* entry in the System Tray menu shown above. The device is then shown as offline in the *Devices* view of the console; a warning is not shown in the *Live Status* view. It is also possible to activate or deactivate Trend Micro's own Firewall and Behavior Monitoring features in the same way.

**Malware alerts**
The following alert is shown in the browser if the user attempts to download the EICAR test file:

![Website blocked by Trend Micro Worry-Free Business Security Services](https://www.av-comparatives.org)

**Malicious website blocked**
http://www.eicar.org/download/eicar.com

**Rating:** Dangerous  Verified fraudulent page or threat source.

**What You Can Do:**
- Contact your administrator about security settings on your network
- I understand the risks and I want to continue browsing

Copyright © 2015. Trend Micro Incorporated. All rights reserved.
**Windows server protection software**
In terms of user interface and accessible functions, the server protection software can be regarded as identical to that for the client.

**Comment**
Overall, we found the Windows protection software to be very simple to use, with all the essential features easily accessible. We were however surprised to see that by default, standard users can disable the agent completely. This can be password protected from the console; we strongly advise admins to do this.
Mac client protection software

Installation
Common Tasks/Add Devices in console; the setup wizard lets the administrator choose the drive and folder to install the program to, but otherwise there are no choices to be made.

Main program window
The Overview tab of the main window shows the current version of major components and provides an Update Now button. The Scans button allows the user to run quick, full and custom scans, whilst logs and quarantine can be accessed from the Logs button. The ? symbol opens the local help window.

System Tray icon
There is a system tray icon, from which the user can open the program or run an update.

Unauthorised access
There is no means of deactivating protection from the client, regardless of the user account type.

Malware alerts
If the user attempts to download the EICAR test file, the following alert is shown in the browser window:
Comment
The Mac client protection software is very simple, with all the essential functions very easy to find. Users can run updates and scans, but not disable the protection.

Summary
We found Trend Micro’s cloud console to be very well laid-out and easy to navigate. System status is displayed every time the admin logs on, and any problems shown can be resolved directly from the same page. The Devices view presents a clear overview of clients, and makes everyday administration tasks, such as running scans, intuitive and straightforward. Client software is simple and easy to use. We do however feel that the current help facilities for the console are very basic and could be improved.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pricing Plan</th>
<th>GAC 1 Year Management</th>
<th>GAC 3 Years Management</th>
<th>GAC Device Kit Business</th>
<th>CAO or DIY Business</th>
<th>Travelers Small Office Business</th>
<th>Small Office Security and Control Business</th>
<th>Unmanaged Business</th>
<th>Unmanaged Home Business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>€ 257</td>
<td>€ 765</td>
<td>€ 244</td>
<td>€ 238</td>
<td>€ 188</td>
<td>€ 115</td>
<td>€ 198</td>
<td>€ 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Years</td>
<td>€ 702</td>
<td>€ 312</td>
<td>€ 600</td>
<td>€ 627</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>§</td>
<td>§</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** All prices are in EUR. Prices may vary depending on the region and specific services. Please consult the vendor for the most accurate pricing information.

**Languages Available:** English, German, French, Spanish, Russian, Italian, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Finnish, Portuguese, Chinese.
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